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"Bad" Painting 

Marcia Tucker 

V1tlg11r prejudice /111s ii llillf dcfon11111io11, pri111ilive 11s well 11s 

1w1111/-g11rde, is i/1c rcsu/1 110/ of 11 p11rlirnl11r visio11 or 1111 
expressive 1111111rnvcr, bu! of f11uihJ exernlio11. Eve/I 11dn1illi11g 

1/111/ some pcrip/1cml sh;lc or oi/1cr derives 11/ lwsl p11rli11/ly 
fro111 w/,11/ Bemnrd Bere11so11 wiled "//,c origi111ility of 
i11co111pele/lce "-///11/ is, ji-on1 i/1e cxernli11g /11md's i11volu11/11ry 
tr1111sgressio11, rn111ble 11s ii is lo reproduce pcrfecily //,e 
exc111pltff!I 111odci the 111i11d i11b11is lo reproduce-ii 11/wnys 
ren111i11s 11 11u1xin1, 11s Mnlmux 11111i11/11i11s, i/111/ "11 clu111sy 
sh;le docs 110/ e.risl." 

-Rc1111/o Poggioli

H11ve f1111. If 110/, you 'II bore 11s. 

-Mnrccl Duchmnp

This exhibition has its genesis almost ten years ago, at Joan Brown's studio in Oak

land, California. Nurtured on the East Coast in the Minimalist tradition, I was both 
shocked and delighted by Brown's lack of consistency; her paintings were of all 
sizes, executed in many styles, and the subject matter was so wide ranging that 
there seemed little to identify any of the works as the product of the same hand. 
Early in the visit Brown pulled a portfolio of drawings out from under the bed. To 

my surprise, these were almost all classical figure drawings, done over a period of 
years at weekly drawing sessions with several other artists. Most disconcerting of all 
(especially in 1969) was the intensely personal nature of the subject matter-Brown 
at work; Brown dancing; Brown with her children, household objects, pets-in
credible juxtapositions of homely and sophisticated images, all insistent upon their 
own individuality. 

Other incidents come to mind-mostly having to do with my response and the 
response of others to certain situations-which in part, inspired the show's title. 
One such event was a fairly recent visit I made along with several other museum 
people to Earl Staley's home, which is also his studio, in Houston. I was intrigued by 
the enormous amount of work hanging in such a small space. Staley makes pain
tings, watercolors, ceramics, craft-objects, and sculptures. He voraciously collects 
the work of his peers, as well as artifacts from Mexico, thrift-shop objects of various 
sorts, and a variety of plants-mostly cacti. The paintings and drawings are hung on 
the walls from floor to ceiling with no apparent attempt at arrangement. The effect 
of Staley's house is one of extraordinary visual energy. When we left the studio, 

one of the visitors commented that his work "needs editing" in order for one to see 
and appreciate it. The implication was that Staley had been self-indulgent in his un
willingness to "weed out" the less interesting paintings. 

On another recent occasion, I was in a Chicago gallery where a dozen paintings 
by Robert Chambless Hendon were leaning against the walls. When I asked an artist 
friend what he thought of them, his first response was that they were the worst 
paintings he had ever seen. An hour later he was still sitting in the room looking at 
them. 

And a final anecdote: a very short time ago, I was describing this exhibition to 

several friends, all artists. One of them said that she liked the premise of the exhibi
tion, and asked if I had any examples of the kind of work we were thinking of in
cluding. I showed her a sheet of James Albertson's slides, and her distressed 
response was definitive -"But these are really bad!" 

This, then, is the ironic nature of the title, "bad" painting, which, as Albertson 
himself said in his catalog statement, is really "good" painting. It is figurative work 

that defies, either deliberately or by virtue of disinterest, the classic canons of good 
taste, draftsmanship, acceptable source material, rendering, or illusionistic represen
tation. In other words, this is work that avoids the conventions of high art, either in 
terms of traditional art history or very recent taste or fashion. Nevertheless, "bad" 
painting emerges from a tradition of iconoclasm, and its romantic and expres-



)ames Albertson, Sex, Violrncc, Religion, ,md the Good Life. Oil on canvas. 39 x 48" 

Personally, I would rather this exhibition wns entitled ''good" 
painting because I tlzink good painting more aptly describes 
what I do. If the works herein were bad in the sense of illepf 
there would be no point lo the show. (And surely tlze rejection 
of nn/uralism ill figuration is 1wl the same thing as being 
inept.) Bnd ill the sense of nnughfy implies breaking the rules, 
but in art-making, terrifyingly enough, there nren 't nny mies fa 
break. So I nm left with the idea that if this painting is

indeed "bad," ii mus/ be morally perverse, whiclz, whether h·ue 
or false, doesn '/ hnve anything to do with its qualihJ ns art. 

I believe tlzal the parficulnr forms nr/ takes are tlze 
products of individual sensibilities in various limes and places. 
I do no/ believe //,a/ nrl progresses-only that ii changes. 
Consequently I don't concern myself with any id ens about 
what I should be doing, but only with mnking sometlzilzg thnt 
will excite me and give me pleasure, feeling that if I can keep 
the dnmn thing alive for myself, the work will both find and 
deserve a larger audience. 

One way I do this is by expanding the painting's 
significance through purposeful ambiguihJ, references lo subjects 
people cnre about (sex, death, religion .. .), the use of fnmilinr 
art-historical themes, and occasional quotes or borrowings from 
the masters and co1zvenlions of past time. Another way I 
strive for vilalihJ is by seeking to avoid the mere rendering of 
images by role; ideally each brush stroke is n purposeful, 
unpredictable gesture. Finally I seek to reconcile both form and 
content ill an nesflzeticnlly complete but not entirely salisfyilzg 
way. The psychological tension thus set up, like the tension in 
Mannerist painting (my favorite period ill the history of art) I 



find unnerving, challenging, and beautiful. 
I loved the rough energlj I felt in Chicago, where I 

received my B.F.A. from the School of the Art Institute in 
1966. I admired the work of the monster school and the 

newly fanned Hairy Who, both of whose examples reinforced 
my own hen/ /award s1tbjective painting. 

Having decided ii mighl no/ be good for my artistic 

development to spend my whole life in one place, I cas/ abou/ 
for another area thal mighl have some sympathy for my work. 

A number of artists living in !he San Francisco Bay Area 

appeared to display a similar individualistic waywardness in 

!heir altitude toward art making, so I moved lo Oakland to

complete my education.

I have been happy working in nor/hem California, 
sharing its inleres/ in figurative work. I follow admiringly the 

production of many of !he area's younger painters, especially 

women such as Judy Linhares, Elaine Wander, and my own 
girl friend, Louise Stanley. However I have kepi !he raw edge 

in my work Iha/ I picked up in Chicago (or perhaps through 

!he example of Edvard Munch and Max Beckmann, or my

own Scandinavian ancesh-y) and which is so evident in !he

region '.s ar/.

My work is my work. II conlains no moral lessons or 

polilirnl messages, nor is it the expression of a specific artistic 
creed, or, in any direct sense, an autobiography. I do no/ h-y 

to be either lasleful or tasteless, bu/ rather a/tempi lo make ar/ 

Iha/ colors existence instead of being 1111 already overly familiar 

and redundant backdrop lo ii. 

-James Alber/son

sionistic sensibility links it with diverse past periods of culture and art history. 
Very few of the artists know each other. For the most part, they are 

geographically disparate, coming from Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco, 
Spokane, Chicago, Sacramento, Madison (Wisconsin), Houston and New York. 
None of the work is stylistically alike, although similarities of iconography and at
titude exist. The extreme diversity of personalities, ages, backgrounds, and work of 
the artists makes their grouping together somewhat arbitrary. In no way can this 
work be said to constitute a school or movement. What does link the work is its 
iconoclasm, its challenge to the conventions of Minimalism, which have been 
prevalent from the late 1960's to the present. And because its challenge is made in 
terms of figuration, this kind of painting also questions the conventions of tradi
tional figurative painting as well as those of Photo-Realism. Thus, it is possible that 
the work of many of the artists in the exhibition is functioning in an avant-garde 
manner, i.e., breaking away from or discarding accepted conventions in favor of an 
art that is clearly no/ art for art's sake. Yet, the notion of progress usually associated 
with avant-garde ideas is in question here, given the openly nostalgic, figurative, 
and art-historical character of the work. 

I have drawn extensively on a provocative book by Renato Poggioli, The TheonJ 

of the Avant-Garde, first published in Italy in 1962, for a basic definition of the nature 
of the avant-garde. Although his references concerning the distortion of the figure 
are made in response to the work of such artists as Picasso and Braque and his 
discussion is more often concerned with literary than with visual imagery, I found 
his characterization of the nature of the avant-garde to be stimulating and especially 
pertinent to so-called "bad" painting. 

For example, Poggioli notes that the idea of absolute beauty is a classical one 
and describes the difference between beauty and ugliness thus: 

Classical thinking on art admits of only a single negative category: the ugly. Unlike 
beauty, which is conceived of as unique and absolute, classicism contemplates the ugly as 
multiple and relative, in infinite variety and not only verbal variety either (the imperfect, 
the exaggerated, the disproportioned, the grotesque, the monstrous). Still these may be 
reduced to the criterion of a formal error of commission or omission, of excess or defi
ciency. This means that the classical aesthetic, contrary to the modem, was in no position 
to admit into the category of the ugly those forms that might be said to have a not-new 

beauty, a familiar or well-known beauty, a beauty grown old, an over-repeated or com
mon beauty; all synonyms that could serve to define kitsch or stereotype. 1 

Thus, "bad" painting or "ugly" painting is defined according to and in opposi
tion to the canons of classical or "good" taste, an extremely limited category which, 
as Poggioli points out, tends to be absolute. Especially because the artists in this ex
hibition have used· the figure for a long time, in eccentric ways, the work seems 
radically opposed to the visually straightforward, simple forms and objects which 
constituted the avant-garde of the past ten years, and which today seem to con
stitute a classicized esthetic.2 Figurative distortion as an aspect of avant-garde work 
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was anticipated by Poggioli when he noted that 

modern civilization has achieved a representational technique so perfect that the artist 
can easily become a pedagogical monstrosity .... The classical principle of "vanquished 
difficulty" has thus lost any meaning for the art of our period .... !The artist's] aim is not 
what we once called imitation, it is deformative representation, or, indeed, just that 
abstract art which polemically gets labeled nonrepresentational.' 

Interestingly, we seem to have come full circle, so that completely non-objective 
work shares with eccentric imagery the possibility of being radical, depending upon 
the context from which it came and in which it is to be seen. 

Nonrepresentational art, in the literal sense of the term, can be figurative; indeed, 
the deformation of the figure in the work of artists whom the painter Gabriel Lader
man called "unconventional realists"' is one indication of their disinterest in 
representation per sc. They are, as Laderman points out, attempting "to control the 
associative levels as well as the structural level in their paintings."' The stylistic con
cept of deformation itself has a long history. The deformations in so-called primitive 
art served as a stylistic source for so much advanced painting and sculpture of the 
early twentieth century; the distortions of the figure in Etruscan and Egyptian art 
are now seen as essential aspects of a style. Now, as at the beginning of the century, 
"it was the painters who wished to be most modern, which means most committed 
to the future, who rummaged most furiously in the past," said Malraux.6 

The variety of deformation of the figure by the artists in this exhibition reflects 
the extraordinarily wide range of their sources. Joan Brown, for instance, has used 
an Egyptian theme in an autobiographical context in a recent series of paintings 
based on her travels, real and imaginary, to that country. Eduardo Carrillo's work 
not only has Egyptian figures but figures that resemble the monumental statuary of 
Mesopotamia as well. Joseph Hilton combines images from early Flemish painting 
with those of Etruscan sculpture and early Roman frescoes. Earl Staley has often 
alluded to the kinship between Mexican Indian art and artifacts and his own way of 
seeing; likewise, the skeleton images of Judith Linhares are derived from Mexican 
icons, and a large part of Carrillo's imagery throughout his career is based on an
cient and modern Mexican art and folklore. 

Describing the ritual and allegorical deformation which is proper to religious 
and liturgical art, Poggioli says of Byzantine painting: 

The distortion of effigies and the human body sometimes functions as the "objective cor
relative" of the sense of the unspeakable and transcendent proper to the mystical vision, 
as in the case of El Greco .... Then the paradoxical task of such a distortion is a transfigur
ing figuration. In some exceptional cases the deformation appears as an involuntary 
deviation from the norm, the direct and unconscious expression of the ingenuous, as in 
the case of the do11m1ier Rousseau or other modern primitives.' 

The fourteen artists in this exhibition are not "modern primitives"; they are, rather, 
extremely sophisticated people, each one intentionally seeking specific results in a 
unique, highly individualistic style. Although, in some instances, such as in the work 
of Joan Brown or Charles Garabedian, the only stylistic consistency is inconsistency, 
even within a single work, each of the artists has bee� influenced by a specific kind 
of imagery from the past, so that their willful and informed borrowing from the 
past separates them from a truly primitive sensibility. 

P. Walter Siler is formally influenced by Chinese brush paintings, and Charles
Garabedian has often utilized themes and images from Greece and China. Shari Ur
quhart incorporated a Buddhist temple with Chinese characters in a recent painting, 
and Cply (William Copley) has often combined classical motifs-such as a Greek 
pediment-with his pin-up figures. 

Joseph Hilton, of all the artists, borrows most outspokenly from early sources, 
and is especially influenced by early Flemish and early Italian religious painting. 
Hilton shares with Duccio, the late thirteenth-century Sienese painter, a predilection 
for detail which "overrides the demands of the scene as a whole. He is happy to 
abandon an all-over visual logic to describe an object or an individual gesture per

sc .... Duccio's vision encompassed the drama of the whole and of its constituent 
parts, but he was not prepared to submit both to the same logic. The unifying factor 
is his imaginative intensity."• Hilton seems to have a similar transcendent quality in 
his own work. His catalog statement is a clear expression of his spiritual intent; 
although the meaning of the word "religious" for him is specific, he does not share 
in an already existing single "system of belief." 

Distortions in the use of the figure are related to the element of fantasy, of the 
difference between the way the mind imagines things and the way they are actually 
seen. Judith Linhares' strange elongated or enlarged figures come from an almost 
direct translation of her Jungian explorations of the unconscious, which she has 
systematically used for source material in the past few years. By remaining "faithful 
not to a photographic reality, but to what I perceive to be the essence of the ob
ject,"• she achieves a directness and spontaneity in her work which is moving and 
often profound. Eduardo Carrillo, in Las Tropicm111s (1974), creates a metaphysical 
sense by radically altering the perspective illusion, so that the figures are, for the 
most part, seen at a sharp angle from below. Juxtaposed with this specific perspec
tive are figures situated in another, ambiguous kind of illusionistic space. His work 
combines an extraordinary intensity of color and a wealth of rich surface texture 
with a startlingly luminous, majestic, otherworldly quality of light. 

Distortion can be used for a variety of purposes, however. In the instances of 
Joan Brown and Cply, it expresses an anti-intellectual, antirationalist attitude. While 
Brown's work "combines a solemnity about art with a total rejection of standard art 
attitudes,"w Cply's outrageous humor is enforced-and made unfrivolous-by his 
"disregard for all painterly tricks such as perspective, modelling, chiaroscuro." His 
pictures, according to Roland Penrose, "are immensely skillful because they are so 



Eduardo Carrillo, Lrls Tropic,11111s. Oil on panel. 84 x 132" 

FROM BAO TO WORSE 

PEOPLE, PARTICULARLY PERTURBED POETS, 

PRIZE PERCEIVE PAINTING, 

PLE/\SURE PAIN, 

PASSIONED PRINCES PASSE PAINTERS. 

BAO PAINTING, BROAOL Y, BAEDEKER, BAJA 

CALIFORNIA, 

BATTLES BALANCES, BARBARIC BALLAD BANDITS, 

BARELY, BANDWAGONERS BANKROLLING BASIC 

BAUHAUS BAUDELAIRE. 

WORSE YETI WORLD WIDE WARSHIPS, WRATH, WREAK, 

WRONGING WILEY WYOMING 

WOOTAN, WU CHANG, WORMS, 

WATSONVILLE ANO WINOOSKI. 

-Eduardo Carrillo



direct."'' Similarly, Brown's Wo111,111 Wenri11g M11sk is hardly solemn, but the work 
nonetheless defies traditional esthetic appreciation. It is a dangerous humor, one that 
ends, like Cply's, in self-awareness. Brown's Wo1111m establishes a real tension bet
ween the absurdity of the figure, in sexy red underwear and red high-heeled shoes, 
wearing a cat mask that seems to be the figure's head (except for the very flat 
rendering of the mask, which contrasts sharply with the looser, more expressionistic 
painting of the figure itself), and the implications of that absurdity. There is a terri
ble poignancy to the vulnerable image of the flesh, the flimsiness of the garment's 
artifice, and the deadpan, unequivocal nature of the mask itself. It confronts the 
viewer, whose laughter becomes uneasy; the implications of the painting are so 
down to earth, so intensely personal, that it is too close for comfort. 

In Cply's paintings, distortion is used to push a banal image so fat into its own 
banality that it goes through the other side, into the black humor of what Andre 
Breton called "the excessive solution.''12 "Humor," Cply says, "is a lack of preten
sions ... it is the reminder that we are mortal. Humor is based on ambivalence, on 
the unexpected, and its role is to ridicule the bad taste inherent in nature. It's never 
enough to be impressed by the brnuly of anything."" By deliberately avoiding drafts
manship and any subject matter that could be associated with "high" art, Cply is a 
parodist of the wittiest and most cynical sort. A 1974 solo exhibition at The New 
York Cultural Center, entitled X-Rnted, was made up of pornographic images, 
rendered unerotic by Cply's expressionistically distorted drawing, and containing an 
element of parody and antagonism in addition to sheer fun. "There is," said one 
critic, "a defiance in Cply's art which manifests itself in the way that the image is 
sometimes reduced to a wallpaper decoration status and sometimes is elevated to 
the function of a symbol. Thus the image itself is treated like an inflatable plastic 
bag that can fulfill a number of functions within a certain sphere."" 

Antagonism is a defining characteristic of the avant-garde, whether it be toward 
the public or toward traditional esthetic or behavioral modes. Humor itself, whether 
voluntary or involuntary, Poggioli notes, is an aspect of avant-garde art, but he con
siders it, "despite appearances to the contrary, only a variant of that antagonism. 
Certainly one cannot imagine a greater antagonism than that existing between the 
child's world which fascinated the Dadaists, the spontaneity and freedom of action 
which they emulated in children; it is in this attitude that so many of the artists in 
this exhibition, like Cply, are linked to the Dadaists and Surrealists. 

Antagonism and nihilism, major elements of Dada thinking, passed on to Sur
realism and from there to Abstract Expressionism, the most recent art-historical 
source cited by so many of the artists in this exhibition. Such antagonism, however, 
manifests itself not in a destructive, antihumanistic force, but rather as "a 
denigrating image, a form inspired by genuine poetic nihilism, especially when dic
tated by an intent that goes beyond the merely technical factors of a stylistic defor
mation.''16 Sometimes, the antagonism can seem whimsical or perverse; Garabedian, 
for instance, says: 

I take an antagonistic stance when I paint, either because it's the way I am or because I 
can't do any better. I'm not interested in developing techniques. This doesn't indicate in
telligence on my part, but impatience. 17 

The work of James Albertson is another example of antagonism turned to 
esthetic ends. It is often extremely offensive to viewers because Albertson deals 
directly, and often frighteningly, with incisive and bitter humor-with forbidden 
subjects. These are forbidden only in terms of the supposedly innate "good" taste of 
high art, but also because they make a mockery of traditional American habits and 
values. Albertson does not try to make moral or political statements; 18 he does, ac
cording to his catalog statement, "avoid the rendering of images by rote; ideally, 
each brushstroke is a purposeful, unpredictable gesture," resulting in a lurid, fiercely 
romantic, and improbable style of painting which has its precedents in the work of 
Chaim Soutine or Max Beckmann. But it is the jarring incongruity of style and con' 
tent that renders Albertson's work offensive to some, outrageously funny to others. 
The objects of his parody range from children's book illustrations such as that sug
gested in The Big Blue Bw111y Lies i11 Wnil (not in the exhibition), with its enormous, 
menacing rabbit waiting for two children skipping down the road (the title painted 
onto the picture in the manner typical of the form it parodies), to Italian Baroque 
and Mannerist allegorical compositions such as that seen in The Tri11111ph of C/111slily 
(1976). His subjects are sex, death, racism, religion and violence-subjects he says 
"people care about" but are literally taboo in our society as he presents them, which 
is why they are both shocking and funny. 

The anarchistic sensibility infusing Albertson's work constitutes a strongly an
tipolitical stance, usually associated with the avant-garde and having its most specific 
precedent in Dadaist antiauthoritarianism. Antagonism and nihilism also have 
served as the impetus for such other generative movements as late eighteenth
century Romanticism, Surrealism, Abstract Expressionism, and the so-called 
American "regionalism" and Social Surrealism of the mid-193O's. All these 
movements or schools were, at one time, characterized as neoprimitive, and this 
neoprimitivism is clearly an aspect of the romantic tradition, albeit the most un
popular one. 19 It usually manifests itself, as in the present instance, as a refusal to
give lip service to the traditional canons of good taste or refinement, as an interest 
in the natural, unfettered, and spontaneous expression of the self and the world it 
perceives. Significantly, the history of criticism indicates that anti-avant-garde critics 
are nearly always also antiromantics.20 Robert Goldwater, in his Pri111ilivis111 i11 Modern
Ari (1967), observed that primitivism, like romanticism, is an attempt to put new life 
into art by breaking away from current and accepted formulas21 and emphasized the 
anti-intellectual attitudes and emotional intensity of romanticism as a common bond 
with primitivism. Thus, it is not surprising to find Joan Brown's work, for instance, 
linked with and inspired by Rembrandt, Picasso, and Jackson Pollock, all romantic 
and primitivistic artists. 22
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Brad Iverson 
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The a-formal hierarchy of images found in the work of Earl Staley, in which the 
size and pictorial emphasis of a given element in a painting depends not upon its 

formal contingency but upon its personal meaning and importance, is also 
primitivistic. His giant, lurid mermaids washed up onto mountains or fields, which 

are dwarfed by their unwilling inhabitants, are formally incongruous and emotional
ly direct. Xoc/11111ilco (1977), with its absurd and touching romanticism, is in turn 
sinister, moving, and outrageously funny because of the dislocation of images 

according to their personal rather than formal importance. The desire for the direct 
and unselfconscious expression of meaning in such paintings is shared with true 
primitives, who are, however, not subject to artistic or art-historical influence. 
Staley, on the other hand, exhibits a wide range of knowledge of both past and re
cent art-historical sources in his work, and in fact teaches art history as well as 

painting. 
Staley, Linhares, Urquhart, Brown and others wish to present their subject mat

ter with as little psychic distance as possible," avoiding those formal aspects of a 
work that would deflect the spectator from the direct absorption of the intended 
meaning. 24 The directness of a broad, crude painting style and large, flat areas of 

intense color is put to use by the artists in various ways. Joan Brown's work, for ex

ample, shows a strong Fauve influence; the generalized forms and a brilliant jux
taposition of hues give the work an immediacy and spontaneity which enforce the 

emotional impact of the images. Like the Fauves, Brown manipulates her imagery 
by means of the most simple and immediate use of paint, forcing the viewer's atten

tion 

toward seeing and feeling the "world" that the painting sets up, but she also wants direct 
awareness of the painting as a flat surface on which a physical material has been applied 

by someone's hand." 

The tension between forns on the material surface of the painting and the content 

or subject matter involves an intriguing interplay of realism and illusion. Like 
Manet's use of the figure against a flat, highly painterly, and nonillusionistic 

background, Brown's thick, expressionistic painting surface evokes the materiality 
of pictorial illusion, and her isolated frontal figures become poignant metaphors for 
states of being. 

William Wegman's drawings have a similar characteristic. Like Brown's pain
tings, they are nostalgic, but Wegman's nostalgia is witty rather than painfully per
sonal. His drawings run a wide gamut from painterly and expressionistic to barely 

visible, fragile pictorial puns on the nature of line itself. By using inexpensive paper 
and pencil, ink or magic markers, Wegman plays with the tension between our in

clination to see an image on the page as illusionistic and his insistence on the actual, 
simplistic nature of the act of drawing as opposed to "rendering." His work seems to 
adhere to the dictum, "Never neglect the obvious." The drawing, / User/ fa be

Ash11111ed of 111y Striped Face, with its crudely drawn woman with a red-striped face 

situated in the center of the typewriter-sized page and its title inelegantly written in 
capital letters at the bottom of the page, plays with literal words and images that are 

the subject of cartoons rather than high art. Wegman's work does not have a car

toon character, however; even as it addresses itself to the literal and obvious, it 
subverts its own humor with a kind of intense self-mockery aimed at the conven
tions of all kinds of art. Whereas cartoons appeal to the popular audience through 
shared humor, and high art appeals to an elite by virtue of its mystery and 

elusiveness, Wegman's work appeals to and avoids both audiences. Sometimes he 
utilizes stick figures, awkward lines with an animate character, and captions that are 
haphazardly written out. The dated, 1950's imagery of a drawing like Not Bad (1974) 
is a wonderful commentary on the parallelism of hair styles and art styles; likewise, 
the literalism of Wo/111111 with Two Hllirs attacks the problematic and profound nature 

of art, illusion, and reality with deadpan humor. Rather than using children's draw

ings as a point of departure, Wegman uses teenage drawing styles to subvert yet 
another venerated (though recent) tradition of drawing upon the art of children and 
the insane. Similarly, in A Large Living Roo111, his prototype is Better Ho111e 1111d 
Gllrdc11s-or, rather, McCllll's-not Janson's Hislory of Ari. 

The isolation of the figure characteristic of so many of Wegman's drawings is 

found, with less humorous intent, in the work of Neil Jenney. Jenney thinks of his 
paintings (especially those from 1968-69) as illusionistic. These narrative pieces 
about the relationships between objects (car and man, girl and broken vase) share 
with Brown's figures the frontality and painterly quality that originated with Manet. 

Unlike Manet, Jenney's works are sometimes comic and grotesque, obsessive visual 

equivalents of a narrative situation in which an event that has just occurred is 
depicted. Like other artists here, Jenney is aware of the illusionism inherent in the 
use of a naturalistic image and uses a frame to set up tension between the crudely 
painted image and this illusionism. 

James Chatelain's paintings most resemble lenney's in their isolation of the im

age against a painterly background. However, Chatelain's narration is different, 

dealing with violent encounters between people. The violence of the potential situa
tions engaged in by two (and sometimes three) people finds a metaphor in the ex

treme irreverence of the broad paint handling. Like Jenney, Chatelain uses 
backgrounds of one color-in his case, a pale, creamy gray-white, with some varia

tion from painting to painting. But wheffas Jenney's symbolic use of green (grass), 

brown (dirt), and blue (sky) is always the same, a kind of painterly shorthand intend
ed to focus the viewer's attention on the relationships between objects, Chatelain's 
backgrounds are neutral and do not fix the subjects in a·ny particular time and space. 
This kind of generalized image, found often in primitivistic renderings, serves to in

tensify Chatelain's images and makes them more terrifying because they are 
disengaged from a specific situation and are universalized. Paint drips down over 
Chatelain's frames-when he uses them-reminding the viewer that the images are 

pictures as much as they are events. With Chatelain, as with Wegman, Brown, and 
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Jenney, there is a constant interplay between flatness and depth, as if to suggest that 
these are metaphorical aspects of painting, that the quality of the paint as well as the 
image itself is part of the subject matter of the painting. 

In Earl Staley's work-Wwiher V11i11 (1977), for instance-flatness is juxtaposed 
with spatial depth through a similar interplay of illusion: a vast seascape, with a 
traditional horizontal line and with waves and sky depicted in quasi-naturalistic 
though garish color, serves as a backdrop for a flying mermaid whose arms appear 
to be pinned on, paper-doll style. The creature, nonexistent even in traditional 
mythology, is inordinately paradoxical, creating a "madhouse realism"26 in which 
terror, legend, and vivid imagination are combined. The immensely varied use of 
paradox-both formal and iconographic-in the work of these artists has its art
historical precedents not only in the work of such Dada and Surrealist painters as 

Man Ray and Picabia (and even earlier, in the work of Bosch and Bruegel), but in 
American regional painting of the 1930's. 

In the 1930's, naive folk art enjoyed an unprecedented attention from public 
and artists. Naive artists, as well as sophisticated painters, were "following the pro
mise that in the unselfconscious culture of America, art still had a chance to for
mulate a reassuring world."" The cohesiveness of folk art was a quality sought after 
and emulated by culturally aware people,28 inasmuch as the period was, like our 
present one, heterogeneous and pluralistic, when an interest in psychology and 
psychological processes occurred at the same time that the widest variety of styles 
existed in art-regionalism, abstraction, Social Realism, Cubism, and Surrealism.29 

As in the work in this exhibition, emotional content, subject matter and idealistic 
committment to a personal vision were of vital importance to artists and public alike 
in the 1930's. It was a period when form was of less interest than content. In describ
ing the range of artistic experience available in New York during the 1930's, Joshua 
Taylor remarks that the plurality of styles and attitudes 

meant that even if an artist chose to throw his or her lot with one militant group or 
another, they could not avoid being affected by the various other artistic pressures of the 
complex environment. Nor was it simply a matter {:If conservatives and rebels; rebellion 
had many faces. Furthermore, because of the federal art projects, artists of all kinds 
worked together. Probably for the first time in America, art had its own broadly con
stituted community of fellows not determined by where they had studied or member
ship in an honorific organization, but simply by the fact of their being artists .... Artists 
had their environment in which to work and, although quite conscious of society as a 
whole, they felt themselves to have a broader franchise to be artists on their own terms 
than ever before.'0 

The style and themes of such artists as Thomas Hart Benton, John Stuart Curry, and 
the Mexican muralists Orozco and Siquieros had a strong influence on the Abstract 
Expressionists, and it is significant that their influence as well as that of painters like 

Jackson Pollock is reflected in the work of Carrillo, Staley, and Albertson, not only 
in terms of social significance, but also in the extreme individualism, combined with 

a sense of participation and active commitment to their often unpopular views. It is 
interesting to compare John Stuart Curry's attitude and his work of the 1930's with 
those of several artists in this exhibition. Joshua Taylor's description of Curry's 
thinking might well apply to Albertson, Staley, Brown, Chatelain, Siler, Garabe
dian, and others: 

Curry studied hard to leave things in their place, to retain a specific, homely sense of 
both physical and psychological environment, almost as a rebuke to transcendent ur
banism and elegant form. The painting of his mother and father sitting in their Kansas 
farmhouse, dated 1929, is a careful study in formal anticlimaxes. Any potential elegance 
or formal adroitness is carefully undermined to suggest the humble but unique character 
of the objects. Painterly facility, like official rhetoric, he seemed to feel, might cause one 
to doubt the truth. Curry's paintings, like a proper folk song, are sung by a carefully un
trained voice." 

While it has a strong affinity to the work of other San Francisco fantasy painters, 
the work of Judith Linhares has its antecedents in the paintings of such eccentric 
American artists of the 1930's as Florine Stettheimer, who, drawing on the work of 
children, created an intensity and brilliance of color similar to that found in 
Linhares' paintings and gouaches. Situated in sparsely-painted landscapes or in
teriors, Stettheimer's figures often have the same relationship of scale in the interac
tion of figure and ground as that seen in Linhares' Mona is Watching (1976), an eerie, 

haunting interior in which a tiny odalisque is scrutinized by a giant painting of the 
Mona Lisa. 

Despite its stylistic affinities to Matisse and the Fauves, Joan Brown's work has 
also been cited for its nostalgia for the "innocent" delights of the 1930's in 
America.32 The connection, however, is more one of the subject matter than style, 
since Brown's work is often autobiographical and concerned with banal events 
(rather than using banal images as a source, as does Cply). One might also cite the 
relationship between the work of Marsden Hartley (particularly the dark, oddly ec
centric New Mexico paintings of 1922-23, his most expressionistic works, which 
embodied his obsessive antipathy to what he called "hyper-intellectualism") to that 
of Linhares and Garabedian. Later Hartley works, such as the Fisherman's Las/ Supper 

(1940-41)  constitute a reaction to the Dada idea that all things have equal 
significance; in these later years, Hartley sought a new freedom in his work by turn

ing back to the Dada attitude, producing paintings in which the distorted and 
nonhierarchic image prevailed, in much the same way that it prevails in the work of 
Joan Brown or P. Walter Siler. 

Another figure from the 1930's, Alfred Maurer, comes to mind in this context 
because of his inconsistency of style and his individualistic, quirky late portraits 
from 1929 until 1932, the year of his death. While these paintings of Maurer's are 
overtly expressionistic, they are concerned with the abandonment of traditional 
ideas of composition and esthetic subject matter, as were Man Ray's paintings of 
that period. A strong stylistic affinity to the work of Maurer and Man Ray exists in 

�l' 
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Garabedian's untitled two-paneled collage of 1977, with its juxtaposition and 
superimposition of naturalistic subject matter, flat background patterning, spatial 
ambiguity, and use of the partial figure. 

Similarly, P. Walter Siler's drawings have a nostalgic, ambivalent, darkly 
humorous flavor which seems uniquely American because of their particularized ur
ban imagery, but they relate equally to a European sensibility such as that found in 
Dubuffet's ltirt bmt. Siler's sources are, in large part, the work of German Expres
sionist painters, sources which he shares with Brown, Albertson, Hilton, Staley, 
Chatelain, and Urquhart. However, the influence of a later American manifestation 
of expressionism resulting from the transposition of the Surrealist esthetic to 
America in the mid to late 1930's, in the face of the impending Second World War, 
is less apparent but perhaps more important to the work of many of these artists. 

Siler first painted in an Abstract Expressionist style, as did Joan Brown and 
Robert Chambless Hendon. To them, Jackson Pollock is a key figure, since the 
absence of a skilled hand-or any direct use of the hand at all in the drip paintings 
of the late 1940's-was a convention clearly shared by those eccentric figurative 
painters who have disregarded the conventions of traditional draftsmanship. Similar
ly, Pollock's apparent lack of composition, which is actually the denial of traditional 
composition, has its analogy in imagistic work that springs from the same impulse. 
Thus, the freedom and spontaneity found in the primitivistic and homely renderings 
of the figurative art of the 1930's, the rejection of "objective" standards and 
judgements of taste and estheticism in America as well as European Dada and Sur
realism, and the rebellious, anti-traditional, emotional energy and immediacy of the 
Abstract Expressionists' work all are linked as precedents to the work in this exhibi
tion. Each of these movements questioned the idea of skilled representation as a 
basic issue in terms of the public's initial ability to respond favorably to the work." 

Much of the work in this exhibition has obviously been influenced by non
high-art sources-those of commercial and popular art, children's book illustrations, 
high-school paraphernalia, calendars, comic books, and thrift shop and flea market 
objects collected by many of the artists. Cply in particular draws his iconography 
from pulp and pornography magazines, comic strips, and tattoo parlor "flash." 
Among Staley's sources are kitsch artifacts, such as black velvet paintings made in 
Mexico for tourist consumption, artifacts of "bourgeois baroque taste."" The comics 
have been an especially important influence, partly because they were an early and 
popular form of visual narration (with a glance back at Italian predella painting of 
the thirteenth century). The comics have influenced, in diverse ways, almost all the 
artists in this exhibition. Most notable in this respect is the work of Siler and Cply, 
the former maximizing the black-and-white ink schematizations of the comics, the 
latter flattening and simplifying them even further. The impact of San Francisco's 
Zap Co111ix is felt in Albertson's use of "forbidden" subjects rather than in any aspect 
of his style. Comic book styles and attitudes are also implicit in the work of 
Wegman, Chatelain, Hilton, and Jenney because they tend to schematize figures or 

situations in order to present them in a more immediate way. 
Cham Hendon's exclusive use of images from calendars (Mallard with Friend and 

Sing, both 1977) and from television advertising (McMurphy's House, derived from a 
loan company advertisement) seems, at first, odd, because the images are so 
relentlessly kitsch in origin. However, the complex technique employed, pouring 
paint in small segments so that it swirls into an intricate, infinitesimally marbleized 
pattern of color, recalls not only the elegance of Florentine endpapers, but also the 
all-over dense patterning of Pollock. Hendon, however, uses this technique to make 
his paintings resemble, from a distance, a paint-by-numbers canvas. It is only on 
close scrutiny that the extraordinary technical virtuosity becomes evident. Just as 
many of the other painters in the exhibition play with the juxtaposition of spatial 
and situational ambiguities in their work, Hendon creates two kinds of painting at 
once, forcing the viewer to continuously choose between extremes of vulgarity and 
elegance. 

The surface of Shari Urquhart's works provides a similar fascination, but her 
technique and images are not at odds with each other. Her works are tapestries, 
which usually carry craft-oriented and popular folk-art implications. The hooked 
wool, silk, thread, and other kinds of yarn she uses give the work an intensity of 
color, an optical mix that could not be achieved except through another, more illu
sionistic, kind of pointillism." The textural beauty and vividness of Urquhart's 
tapestries combine with the homely yet idealized figures, with results that are in
congruous, irrational, and poetic, much in the manner of the haunting, often 
distressingly mysterious interiors with figures by Balthus in the 1940's. Urquhart's 
images have much in common with the brooding, perverse sexuality implied in 
Balthus' work, but Urquhart adds a down-to-earth, often humorous touch by incor
porating such non-art visual items as a Betty Crocker fruit salad or a white rabbit 
cake with jelly beans. 

There begins to emerge in all this work what might be thought of as a specific 
iconography. Striking among the images, in their prevalence, are those of skeletons, 
bones, and other death images. These are particularly common in earlier work by 
Earl Staley and Joan Brown. The shamanistic practice of contemplating one's own 
skeleton is a magical ritual, indicating the interchangeability of life and death, 
thereby attempting to deny the temporal dimension. Death, a taboo subject in our 
society-at least until very recently, when an intellectualized thanatology has 
become one of the America's most popular subjects-is ironically parodized in 
Albertson's !vlo111enlo Mori, an image of a young woman proferring a skull to an old 
woman, with a graveyard in the background. Hilton's Annual Event (1977) contains 
two powerful images of death: one is a field of bones (suggested, he says, by a T.S. 
Eliot poem) and the other a figure standing before an open grave, both images in
tended to suggest· renewal, salvation, rebirth. 

In almost all of the work of Carrillo, who is concerned with metaphysical rather 
than formal questions, skeletons, shamanistic images and other symbols of death are 
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found. John Fitzgibbon, an artist and writer living in Sacramento, California, describ
ed L11s Tropic111111s as "a demonic fable, which .... seemed to involve ghastly Aztec 
astronauts performing some ritual totentanz on the future remains of Houston, New 
York and Mexico City."'0 Even Wegman, in his bizarre way, utilizes images of 
death, as in Right Pince Wro11g Ti111e and Wro11g Place Wro11g Ti111e, in which perfor
mance and the death of Jesus are absurdly combined. Garabedian's early paintings 
(1965-66) were pictures of TV gangsters being shot to death. Violence and vic
timization are at the heart of Chatelain's images, as is the case for Siler, whose 
figures often seem helpless and abused. So too does the figure in Neil Jenney's Girl 
mid Vase, an after-the-fact narrative painting. It is not social commentary that ac
counts for this kind of subject matter, but the metaphoric connection between the 
assault of the world itself on the eyes, mind, and psyche. 

Death and violence are often coupled with sexuality, as in Carrillo's Las 
Tropicm111s, in which voluptuous and frightening images are mingled with 
nightmarish intensity. In Judith Linhares' untitled gouache, a mermaid and a 
skeleton embrace. While Brown's figures dance seductively with death, Cply's ap
pear to engage in acts of extreme violence while making love. Sex and death are 
not, of course, always equated. Albertson's Triu111ph of C/111sfihJ is serious, homely, 
and ridiculously suggestive; the sexuality of Urquhart's figures is also often in
congruous, while the couple in Joan Brown's The Journey # 1 is mute and tender. 

Monsters, both legendary and actual, are commonplace in many of these paint
ings, for example, the mermaids of Linhares and Staley or the giant sea-monster in 
Garabedian's Culver City Flood. Brown often uses animals in her work, so that "peo
ple and animals are almost interchangeable"" iconographically, as in Wo111m1 Wearing 
Mask, where it is difficult to tell whether the creature is an animal with a woman's 
body or vice versa. Even Wegman's A Huge Deodly S1111ke Rrndered Harmless presents 
us, humorously, with an aspect of the use of monsters or otherworldly creatures as 
hyperbolic images. The monster or creature is an essential figure in such narrative 
texts as fairy tales, fables, and myths, as well as in so-called nonsense verse. 38 

Because so many of the works in this exhibition are narrative, the use of images 
found in folklore, fairy tales, and poetry in them is not surprising. In both painting 
and literature, these kinds of images are used as an element of free association, of 
escape, of fantasy, and as a link to the past, especially the past of childhood. Thus, 
images of death, sex, violence, of the devil and other mythic beings are part of what 
Mario Praz calls the "romantic agony."39 In these paintings, such images-both of 
monsters and mythical creatures, and of human beings altered, deformed, or 
transformed-express a taste for what Poggioli terms "the denigrating image," com
monly found in avant-garde poetry. 

This type of image works not only satirically, but lyrically .... Modern poetry uses the 
derogatory or pejorative image not only as a vehicle for caricature and grotesque 
representation, but also as an instrument to disfigure, or transfigure, the object so as to 
produce a radical metamorphosis.'° 

In turn, this metamorphosis is intended to produce a strong emotional response, by 
providing an unexpected and often shocking image, such as that in Albertson's Tlie 
Fi11di11g of the Carrot, in which a large white rabbit is transformed into a voluptuous 
woman whose posture is taken from a classical annunciation figure. In Albertson's 
Sex, Viole11ce, Religio11 a11d the Good Life, the images are not transformed by metamor
phosis, but by radical incongruity, where unspeakable acts of cannibalism are 
enacted in an atmosphere of cozy middle-class domesticity. 

The very intention, or willingness, to epaler le bo11rgeois is no more than one of many ways 
to square accounts with the public and is indeed perhaps the most valid acknowledge
ment of the presence and influence of that public." 

But while this element of offensiveness is a way of addressing the public directly, it 
is also an aspect of the nature of parody, in which formal conventions are closely 
followed while subject matter or content which is entirely alien to the form is in
serted, resulting in an incongruous relationship between the two." Albertson says, 
in this regard, that he tries "to reconcile both form and content in an esthetically 
complete but not entirely satisfying way," to set up a psychological tension between 
the two. 

Much of the work in this exhibition is parodistic. By calling the relationship of 
form and content into question, it examines the nature of art and esthetic perception 
itself, and therefore the nature of the relationship between art and life." The 
psychological, formal, emotional and intellectual imbalance created is part of the 
function of all advanced art: "Convention," says Neil Jenney, "is the opiate of the 
masses." Good parody also requires as absolute a mastery of form as the original 
work being parodied, so that the use of classical models in the work of Albertson, 
Brown, Hilton, Urquhart, and others dictates a strong formal sensibility, one that is 
"unlearned" or bypassed rather than sought after unsuccessfully. 

One aspect of the parodistic sensibility resulting in a curious shared 
iconography is that of the picture within the picture. In Joan Brown's The Room, Part 
I, a Chinese painting of figures and horses shares the center of focus with the chair 
and draped leg. Joseph Hilton's Annual Event contains a painting within a painting 
within a painting, each of a different nature and drawn from a different art-historical 
source. A Mannerist painting and a pin-up calendar are juxtaposed in the 
background corner of Albertson's Triumph of ChasfihJ, and in one of Linhares' 
gouaches, a painting of the Mona Lisa's head dominates the room where the odalis
que sleeps, a room situated as a picture within the painted frame of the picture 
itself. P. Walter Siler's Spookie Stove also plays with this kind of self-referential im
agery, since the drawing is situated within a border of playing cards which is large 
and elaborate enough to become more than a framing device. Still another kind of 
painting within a painting is the use of a window image. In Urquhart's Inferior with 
Aqua11aufs or Two Tubs in a Tub there is an idyllic, romantic and brilliantly limpid 
scene, ambiguously located outside a window which dominates the upper right cor-
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ner of the work. Similarly, in her foterior with 51tg1Jr Tlllk a large window off-center of 
the tapestry reveals the white satin image of Mad Ludwig's Castle, creating a visual 
dialog between the white cake rabbit held over a man's head, the castle, and a white 
furry animal in the foreground, sitting under a chair. The kitchen window in Albert
son's Sex, Fnn1ily, Violence, Religion and t/1e Goon Life shows a quiet, mountainous land
scape with a little girl playing in the road; Hilton's Tlze A11110rn1ccme11t contains a large 
interior architectural element with windows, through which one can see three dif
ferent kinds of weather at three different times of day and night. 

The idea of art as a "window onto the world" is thus used by these artists in 
either an unselfconscious or a satirical way; the picture within a picture also serves 
as a means of pictorializing the process of self-reflection, of presenting in visual 
form a dialog between illusion and reality, representation and abstraction, the inner 
and the outer world. Finally, this kind of iconography, when used as a parody, 
shows us an art 

in that particular state when art is turned in upon itself, when it is introverted and in
trospective, curious about its own being, exploiting its form for purposes of self
knowledge, concerned less with reflecting fleeting metaphysical realities than with ar
ticulating epistemological process. [Parody] represents literature when it is most literary, 
art at its most artistic. 44 

Parody is thus used by artists to express the inexpressible, to create a formal and 
psychological imbalance which will counterpoint the corresponding paradoxes and 
schisms within the society in which the works are created. 

In a culture where usurpation of function and confusion of polarities are the rule, the 
very instability of parody itself becomes the means of stabilizing subject matter which is 
itself unstable and fluid, and parody becomes a major mode of expression for a civiliza
tion in a state of flux." 

We have emerged, stylistically, from a classicizing style which prevailed in 
America for at least fifteen years. Just as our society in general has become increas
ingly able to accomodate disparate modes of conviction and expression, the art com
munity as a whole has become multi-faceted and nonhierarchic in its convictions 
and its behavior; at the same time, stylistic pluralism is flourishing. So-called "objec
tive" value judgments no longer seem possible or even valuable, since these 
judgments are always dependent upon the variables of the context in which they 
are seen. 

The work in this exhibition, by fourteen artists of disparate background, intent, 
age, and style, is joined only by its iconoclasm, its refusal to adhere to anyone else's 
standards of taste or fashion, and its romantic and expressionistic flavor. Roman
ticism is, by its nature, historicism, but not of a progressive sort; rather, it is an 
obsessive and often idolizing view of history which is concerned with the present 
and future as much as with the past. 46 Thus, the freedom with which these artists 
mix classical and popular art-historical sources, kitsch and traditional images, ar-

chetypal and personal fantasies, constitutes a rejection of the concept of progress per 

se. 
Albertson, for instance, feels that art does not progress, only that it changes. In 

an interview several years ago, Cply replied to the interviewer's remark that he had 
"made advances" in his new work: 

I don't think there has been any progression whatsoever. One can go backward or for
ward, it doesn't really matter very much. There's no such thing as progress in art. You 
only change because you're bored with what you've done. Duchamp, in all the years I 
knew him, never used the words "better than."" 

If the idea of progress is irrelevant to many of these artists, if there is in fact no 
specific stylistic goal toward which their work evolves, then how does one measure 
its value? How can we tell if this is "good" painting or "bad" painting? If these artists 
are not interested in naturalistic representation as a goal, nor in formal innovations, 
what are their intentions and what are the criteria by which we are to judge their 
work? 

For these artists, content and form are used in a jarring juxtaposition that forces 
us to question not only how we see, but what we see and what kinds of image we 
value. These artists use a deliberate deformation of form, a subversion of the rules 
of good taste, in order to pose the same metaphysical and spiritual questions that 
artists have always posed, regardless of the manner in which they worked. Speaking 
of Ed Carrillo's paintings, John Fitzgibbon has said that in the late 1960's, when 
stylistic consistency and the Minimalist sensibility predominated, 

Ed was beginning his eclectic, archeological, cumulative but not progressive inquiry into 
the nature of space and time, the meaning of death and birth and the prognosis for 
civilization .... Ed makes a clear declaration that the real questions for him are going to 
be metaphysical and not .... literalist issues.•• 

Similarly, writing about Neil Jenney's early paintings, done at the same time as 
those in the present exhibition, Carter Ratcliffe discussed the concept of progress 
and traditional art history in an analogous way: 

Uenney) invents a new and very short history for painting, one guided by in
telligence .... The fact that his depictions are efficient-if only vaguely connected to 
anybody else's-gives one a way to doubt that the real history of painting means 
anything. One's doubts may not be convincing but they're important because they 
strongly suggest the contingency of art history, especially the history of the avant-garde 
which has been so often presented as an inevitable progression by those with deter
minisms to offer. 49 

It would seem that, without a specific idea of progress toward a goal, the tradi
tional means of valuing and validating works of art are useless. Bypassing the idea 
of progress implies an extraordinary freedom to do and to be whatever you want. 
In part, this is one of the most appealing aspects of "bad" painting-that ideas of 



Warren Silverman 

Neil Jenney, Mn11 n11d Mnclzi11e. Acrylic on canvas. 58 x 70" 

I. J\rt is 11t1t11re 11dj1tsted ( 197 3)
2. J\rt is II soci11I scirncc (/969)
3. Good t1rl lllllkes society 111orc soci11I (1971)

4. Works of J\rt 11re objects (1962)
5. J\ rcl1tni lo rwlis111 is i11cvil11blc (1968)
6. /deolis111 is 11111woid11ble (1%9)

7. J\1/ il!1tsio11islic P11i111i11gs req11ire fm111es (1970)

8. /n/11ifively 11dj1tsted l1111wo11y is //,e lccy lo sp111i11I 1111ity

(1962)
9. Thi11ki11g is co11/ro/led by tl,e pcri111e/er of //,c bmi11

inh1ilio11 is co11h·olled by t/1e center of //,e bmi11 (19 7 2)
1 O. J\1/ l,eo///,y societies /,ave soci11/islll 

J\II l,w///,y societies l,11ve rnpi/11/is111 (1976) 

Co11vC111io11-is //,e opi11/e of //,c 11111sses. 
I slt1rled 111y series of "811d" p11i111i11gs i11 Decc111ber of 1968. 
My concern w11s t/1e priorities of New Re11/is111. 

I fell //,11/ "objects re/111i11g lo olf1er objects" sl,011/d be sh·essed 

over the n1etl,od of depiclio11. 

Hence I developed //,is "1111co11cerned" style. 
The series w11s co111pleted i11 October of 1969, wl,rn, I /111d 

2 sh·iki11g revelnfio11s . . .
1. th11t, eve11 if I prod1tced tl,e wars/ p11i111i11gs possible,

they wo1t!rf 110/ be good C1101tgl,, mid
2. t/,a/, /dwlis111 is U1111void11ble.

-Neil }e1111ey



good and bad are flexible and subject to both the immediate and the larger context 
in which the work is seen. Instead of making absolute value judgments we must 
confront, with our own experience, the combination of humor, intelligence, sabre, 
parody, vulnerability, art history, kitsc/1, autobiography, and story-telling in these 
paintings. Such disparate elements are combined here to produce an art which is im
portant because of its extraordinary energy, integrity, commitment, esthebc 
courage, and freedom. 
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Connie HJtch 

Judith Linhares, The Glwsi/y Lover. Gouache on paper. 7 x 9" 

Tliere arc 1110111e11/s whe1r I recognized i11 the outside world 
elements //,17/ line 11p with feelings 011 the inside of 111e. I hl7ve 
n strong plzysicnl sc11sr11io11 wizen this happens, My hear/ bents 
fas/ n11d it's very 1111-tch n fnlli11g-i11-love feeling. This sys/em 
17/so f1t11clio11s i11 reverse. Feelings n11d scnsnlio11s represent 
llze111selves ns pictures i11 my 1ni11d, n ki11d of au/0111nlic 
hw1slrilion, These pictures from !l1c inside rmd the ouslide arc 
my sources for imagery. I make 110/e of these li111es a11d lei 
lhe111 brew u111il I feel ii is li111e lo dw! with these images iii 
pninli11g, This is 111y way of gnlheri11g n kind of vocnbulmy. 

I use illusio11, the representation of space n11d light, lo 
make a ki11d of s/ruc/ure, lo represrnl the i111nge i11 11 more 
believable way, believable in the sense lhnl the object is

possessed with n kind of energy and prese11ce. I remain 
faithful 110I lo n phologmphic renlily, bu/ lo what I perceive lo 
be the esswce of the object, ifs gesture, lexlure, and color, I 
co111bine this imagery with n11olher kind of vocnbulnry, lhnl is,

a painting vocabula,y, a preference for surface, color, conh·as/, 
a11d actual application of pni11I, This preference in /urn affects 
111y visio11 and what I would pick au/ lo pni11I. For example, 
the fan shape has recurred ilt my work in several different 
subjects: an actual fan, spraying waler, a turkey's /nil, The 
preoccupation with certain forms and how they are placed on 
the canvas is an issue very much n/ the center of the work. 

The whole process, the visualization, recog11ilion, and the 
ncl of pai11ling, are about discovering the unknown. The skills 
involved in painting and drawing allow me lo go deep info the 
well, They are like a cup for bringing info the light things 
Iha/ are no/ ye/ conscious, And allow 111e lo step out of my old 
skin info new ways of expression and being, 

The Ii/le, "Bad" Painting seems lo imply an issue about 
aesthetics, a kind of "bad" /asle, possibly a "kitsch" oriented 
kind of work. 

I don't feel my work plays 011 themes, but comes up 
through personal experiences rather than a manipulation of 
alrwdy present themes mzd images, I do however have Iii/le 
concenz for ''good" /as/e and enjoy dealing with subject mal/er 
that is loaded with hislonJ and implication, I enjoy being 
u11cool, 

I have no real objeclio11s lo the Ii/le, II has a boldness 
Iha/ is 11/h·aclive. 

-Judith Linhares
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P. Walter Siler, Cnfe # 1. India ink and brush on paper. 19 x 25" 

At first glm1ce, I guess 111y drawing hns n crnde, cn1111111ily 
dam nspcc/ or so111c snvngc bu/ delightful n11ivc/e. If so111eo11c 
gal this idea, ii would be 11 gross 111isunrlerslandi11g. I 11111 110/ 
a 11aive-11s chnrming, picturesque m1rl colorful 1.1s i/111/ 111ighl 
be, Everylhi11g in these piclurcs is p/111111ed rmd rnlwla!ed lo 
create a parliwlar visual effec/, 

For me, the subject 111al/er with ifs somewhat h11111oro11s 
flavor is merely a vehicle for the 1111111ip11hilio11 of plastic 
ele111w/s, The formal elements are of !he 1i/111osl i111por/a11ce lo 
me. 

In the early sixties, I did non-objeclive, kind of "AE" 

pninling and consider !hem lo be n nu1jor influence. I still like 
this kind of painting very much. 

Twelve years ago, I slopped doing painting and drawing 
and became involved in cermnics, which hns obsessed 111e ever 
since, Al Iha/ lime I was sh-ongly influenced by Chinese bmsh 
pninling, German Expressionist painting, and the comics. 
These influences have come lo bear on my work in terms of 
!he great importance of line quality, emolional inlensihJ, a

certain boldness, simplicity and a desire for clarify.
For !he mos/ par/, I lake images, shapes, forms and 

integrate them lo make an in/eresling formal s/alemen/. 
Sometimes !he cornbi11alion of certain subject maller elements 
seems rather arbihw-y, however lo me, !hey make perfecl 
plastic sense. Ln/e/y my drawings have been presenting more of 
a scene, bu/ I never in/ended lo fell stories with these pictures. 

-P. Walter Siler
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Earl Staley, Wc11thcr V11i11. Acrylic on canvas. 36 ¼ x 48 ¼" 

What I make is about what I have seen, but do 11ot know 

how to make. Mos/ of the time I pai11t pictures. Sometimes 

make shell thi11gs, wood things, leather things, and clay 

things. I work in acrylic, glitter, dirt, co/ton, paper, 

wnlercolor, pri11/s, a11d dmwing. I use classical mid art

historical references in 11ll of my work. I h11ve been goi11g lo 

Mexico. Jdle hands are the Devil's workshop. 

-Enrl Staley
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SELECTED EXHIBITIONS 

Sala Exhibitia11s 

EDUARDO CARRILLO 

Born in Los Angeles, California, 1937. Educated at Los Angeles City Col
lege (1955-1956), University of California, Los Angeles (BFA 1962, MFA 
1964). Lives in Ben Lomand, California. 

1963 Ceeje Gallery, Los Angeles, California 
1965 La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art, La Jolla, California 
1971 Cowell College, University of California, Santa Cruz, California 
1972 Brand Art Library, Glendale, California 

1975 Open Ring Gallery, Sacramento, California 
California State University, Los Angeles, California 

Gro11p Exhibilia11s 

1962 Ceeje Gallery, Los Angeles, California 
1963 "Concept of Man," KPFK, Los Angeles, California 

"Painters of the Southwest," Houston Museum, Houston, Texas 
1964 "Pacific Art Classic Invitational," Van Nuys, California 

"Six Painters of the Rear Guard," Ceeje Gallery, Los Angeles, California 
"Annual," Whittier College, Whittier, California 
"Painted Sculpture, '64," Mount Saint Mary's College, Los Angeles, California 
Rolf Nelson Gallery, Los Angeles, California 

1965 Phelan Award Show, Los Angeles, California 
Figure Show, Balboa Park, San Diego, California 
"Annual," Jewish Community Center, San Diego, California 
"New Art in Living Space," Loma Riviera Gallery, San Diego, California 
"Painters of University of California Extension," La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art, La Jolla, 

California 
"Annual," Westwood Art Association Gallery, Los Angeles, California 
"Annual," Long Beach Museum, Long Beach, California 
"Annual," Southwestern College, Chula Vista, California 
"Some Aspects of California Art," La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art, La Jolla, California 
"Polychrome Sculpture," Southwestern College, Chula Vista, California 

1966 "California '66," Crocker Art Gallery, Sacramento, California 
"25 Years of San Diego Art," La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art, La Jolla, California 
Inaugural Exhibit of Fine Arts Facilities, Palomar College, San Marcos, California 
"Painting, the Introspective Image," Long Beach Museum, Long Beach, California 
"Surrealism Today," Los Angeles Art Association, Los Angeles, California 

1967 "Four Painters," California State University, Hayward, California 
1968 Sala de Bellas Artes, La Paz, B.C., Mexico 

Institute National de Bellas Artes, Mexico City, Mexico 
1970 Faculty Exhibition, Sacramento State College Art Gallery, Sacramento, California 
1971 Contemporary Artist Gallery, Sacramento, California 

Galeria de la Raza Artistas de! Valle, San Francisco, California 
Chicago Artists from Sacramento, University of California, Davis, California 

1972 Artists Contemporary Gallery Group Exhibition, Sacramento, California 
Sacramento-Davis Artists, Crocker Art Gallery, Sacramento, California 
Sacramento-David Artists, Oakland Museum, Oakland, California 

1973 Chicano Art Exhibit, University of California, Santa Barbara, California 
1974 Chicano Art Exhibit, Santa Ana College, Santa Ana, California 

MURALS AND INSTALLATIONS 

1962 "Four Evangelists," four painting installation in Cupola of La Mission de San Ignacio, San Ignacio, 
Baja California, Mexico 

1969 UCLA Chicano Library, Campbell Hall, Los Angeles, California 
1971-1972 Sacramento State University, Sacramento, California 
1973 Classroom Units, University of California, Santa Cruz, California 
1974 Applied Sciences, University of California, Santa Cruz, California 
1976 Palomar Arcade, Santa Cruz, California 
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W,mcn Silverm,m 

Shari Urquhart, illlerior willi Aqun11nuls or Two Tubs in n Tub. Mixed media tapestry. 90 x 74" 

011 the Ii/le "B11d" P11i111i11g r111d 111y ow11 work: 
There h11s bee/I 110 self-co11scio11s effort i11 111y work lo 

rlisplny m1y irreverC11ce for h·11rlilio1111/ 11eslhelic or nrlislic 
co11cems. Perh11ps 11si11g nil the i111nges I 1ieed i11 11 111erlirn11 
s11ch 11s this 011e whic/1 see111s lo co11h·ndicl the det11ili11g of 
pni111i11g gives the work 11 pewlinrity which lo so111e 111ighl 
11111ke //1e work appenr "bnd." 

Clnssim/ 1111d Hislorim/ RefcrC11ces: 
RecC11tly I hnve used such clnssiml i11111ges 11s 11 clnssic 

811ddl,isl te111ple wit/, "long life" i11 Chi11ese chnmclers 
tr1111scribed i11/o n p'al/em 011 the nll11r, L11dwig 's cns//e, 
M11ybridge's horses (co11sh·11cted info n repent pnllem), n 
clnssicnl Belly Crocker fmit s11l11d 11sed lo co11stmct 11 
hendpiece, etc. 

1 feel I cm, borrow any i11111ge I wn11/ 1111d do ii 11p any 
wny I cnre lo bemuse the 111edi11111 tr1111sfon11s ii i11to somethi11g 
else anywny. I,, the pas/ 1 found 1111111bers of ideas i11 11rl I 
wm1/ed to stenl and redo. As n st11dC11! I dirl thnt a lot, never 
gelling it ns good, of course. Mostly I did renditions of the 
Post-lmpressio11isls-whe11 art wns 1-enlly ben111if11/ 1 did want 
to imilnte it-mid the problem with ca/c/1i11g up to !odny is 

who wnnts lo stenl n big rerl hm11111er mid sickle. 

011 Tmditio11nl Omwing a11d 50/11/ions: 
1 think nil nrlists i11 the begi1111i11g slio11/d lenrn lo drnw 



lo 1n11kc things look rrnl, m,rl 111/c111pl all or some of the 

f11n1011s rlrmving styles-s11ch 11s t/111/ of Michelm1gelo or 
Ingres, etc. Tl1t1/ w11y whw they IC11ni lo reject those v11/11es 
m1rl nlllybe rlo so111ething "f11r 011/" 1mrl they will, if they're 
serio11s-thC11 !hey rnn 1111derslm1d //111/ (!he "f11r 011/'' style) 
111orc. /i's !he old cliche-do11'/ k11ock Sf11lkespC11re 11nlil yo11 
1111derslm1d hi111. 

Most of t/1e very best fig11mlive p11inli11g relies /1e11vi/y 011 
11 rnref11/ly deline11/ed i11111ge-m1rl either bern11se of the w11y i11 

w/1ich the p11inl or m11/cri11/s 11re /11mdled so111e rlis/orlion 
ocrnrs. If I s/11rtcd with 11 dislorterl i11111ge Ihm ii w01t!rl be 
something else-11111ybe 11 rnr/0011. 

011 peers 11nrl 11rlislic co1111111111ily: 
/\lt/1011gh I h11vc n few frie11ds who pninl-111os//y 

nbslrac/- I m11 110/ rC11!/y i11 11n "11rlislic co11rn11mity" bern11se 
I spend the 111r1jor pnr/ of my li111e n/01ie i11 n st11dio i11 11 
corpom/ion. /\rlisls here nre essenlially "free" lo do m1ything 
they wnnl b11/ rlespile the work nil seems loo relnlive lo 
parliwlnr n10veme11/s 1111d styles. Mnybe ii 's bern11se nrlisls 
here cn11 survive wilho11/ hnving lo cxpcriwcc m1ylhing 11111ch 
011/side of their p11rlirnlar isolnted art co111111unily. Mnybe 
that's why the work looks dull lo me-some of ii anyway. 
/Ind the excileme11I of seeing something that isn 't-we/1-i/ 's 
aninzi11g-wonde1ful. 

-Shari Urquhar/

SELECTED EXHIBITIONS 

Solo Exltibitio11s 

JAMES CHATELAIN 

Born in Findlay, Ohio, 1947. Educated at Findlay College, Findlay, Ohio 
(1965-67), and Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan (BFA 1971). 
Lives in Detroit, Michigan. 

1971 Syd and Ethels Supermarket, David Scott Building, Detroit, Michigan 
1972 Willis Gallery, Detroit, Michigan 
1973 Willis Gallery, Detroit, Michigan 
1973 Willis Gallery, Detroit, Michigan 
1977 Feigenson-Rosenstein Gallery, Inc., Detroit, Michigan 

Gro11p Exltibitio11s 

1972 Willis Gallery, Detroit, Michigan 
Christmas Group Show, Willis Gallery, Detroit, Michigan 

1973 "Forsythe Saga," Forsythe Building, Detroit, Michigan 
1974 Detroit Artist Market, Detroit, Michigan 

Mary Dennison-Greg Murphy Show, Dennison Residence, Birmingham, Michigan 
1975 "FOCUS: Michigan Artists," Detroit Institute of Arts, Detroit, Michigan 

"Cass Corridor Artists," Somerset Mall, Troy, Michigan 
"Old Convention Hall," Detroit Artist Market, Detroit, Michigan 
"Sculpture Inside and Out," University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 

No p11blislted 111nlerinl 011 iltis arlisl is nvni/,1ble. 

CPLY 

Born in New York City, 1919. Educated at Yale University. Lives in New 
York City. 
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Warren Silverman 

I hope tllill you will ital overlook 111!1 sccfio11 i11 the cxhibi!io11. 

Tlicy lll'C !l1c cisht Slllilll dmwi11ss. 

- Willi,1111 Wcs1111111



SELECTED EX/-1/BIT/ONS 

Solo E.rltibi/io11, (only solo exhibitions are listed.) 

194 7 Royer's Bookstore, Los Angeles, California 
1953 Galerie Nina Dausset, Paris, France 
1954 Galerie Monte Napoleone, Milan, Italy 
1956 Galerie du Dragon, Paris, France 

lolas Gallery, New York City 
I 958 lolas Gallery, New York City 
1959 Galerie Furstenburg, Paris, France 
1960 Galleria Naviglio, Milan, Italy 

Galleria Cavalino, Venice, Italy 
lolas Gallery, New York City 

1961 Institute of Contemporary Arts, London, England 
Galerie Schwartz, Milan, Italy 
Galerie Iris Clert, Paris, France 

1963 Hanover Gallery, London, England 
Galerie Iris Clert, Paris, France 

1963 Iolas Gallery, New York City 
1964 David Stuart Gallery, Los Angeles, California 
1965 lolas Gallery, New York City 

Louisiana Gallery, Houston, Texas 
Southwestern College, Chula Vista, California 
Allan Frumkin Gallery, Chicago, Illinois 

1966 Iolas Gallery, New York City 
Galerie Iolas, Paris, France 

1967 Iolas Gallery, New York City 
1968 Bodley Gallery, New York City 

Galerie Neurendorf, Cologne, Germany 
Galerie Springer, Berlin, Germany 

1969 Marida Gallery, Louisville, Kentucky 
1970 Galerie Neurendorf, Cologne, Germany 

Iolas Gallery, New York City 
David Stuart Gallery, Los Angeles, California 

1971 lolas Gallery, New York City 
1972 Galerie Springer, Berlin, Germany 

Galerie Aspects, Brussels, Belgium 
David Stuart Gallery, Los Angeles, California 
lolas Gallery, New York City 
Galerie Iolas, Paris, France 
Galerie lolas, Milan, Italy 
Gallery Saxe, San Francisco, California 

1973 Galleria ii Faemo, Torrino, Italy 
1974 The New York Cultural Center, New York City 

Moore College of Art, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Onnasch Gallery, New York City 
Onnasch Gallerie, Cologne, Germany 

1975 Erik Nord Gallery, Nantucket, Massachusetts 
1976 Alexander lolas Gallery, Brooks Jackson, Inc., New York City 
1977 Phyllis Kind Gallery, Chicago, Illinois 
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SELECTED EX/-1/BlTIONS 

Soln Exliibilio11s 

CHARLES GARABEDIAN 

Born in Detroit, Michigan, 1923. Educated at University of California at 
Santa Barbara (1947-48), University of Southern California (BA 1950), and 
University of California at Los Angeles (MA 1961). Lives in Santa Monica, 
California. 

1963 Ceeje Gallery, Los Angeles, California 
1965 Ceeje Gallery, Los Angeles, California 
1966 Ceeje Gallery, Los Angeles, California 

La Jolla Museum of Art, La Jolla, California 
1967 Ceeje Gallery, Los Angeles, California 



1 9 70 Eugenia Bu tler Gal lery, Los Angeles, Cal i fornia 
1 9 74  Cal iforn ia State University at  Northridge, Ca l i fornia 

Newspace Gal lery, Los Angeles, Ca l i fornia 
1 975 College of Creat ive S tudies, Un ivers i ty of Ca l i fornia a t  San ta Barbara, Cal i forn ia  
1 976 Whitney Museum of American Art ,  New York Ci ty 

Broxton Gallery, Los Angeles, Ca l i fornia 
1 97 7  American R iver Col lege Sacramento, Ca l i forn ia 

Group Exh ibiti011s 

1 961  Los Angeles County Museum Annua l ,  Los Angeles, Ca l i forn ia 
Ti l lman Carter Ga l lery, Los Angeles, Cal i forn ia 

1 962 "Four Pa i nters ,"  Ceeje Gal lery, Los Angeles, Ca l i forn ia  
1 964 Ceeje Gallery, Los Angeles, Cal i fornia 

"Fifth Annual Invi tat ional , "  Whi ttier College, Whi tt ier, Cal i fornia 
"Industry Col lects Art," Westside Jewish Commun i ty Center, Los Angeles, Ca l i fornia 

1 965 Ceeje Gal lery, Los Angeles. Cal ifornia 
1 966 "All  Ca l i fornia Exhibit ion," San D iego Museum of Art, San D iego, Cal i fornia 

Annual Inv i tational, Westside Jewish Communi ty Cen ter, Los Angeles .  California 
1 96 7  "Art on Paper," Wi therspoon Ga l lery, University of North Caro l i na at Greensboro, North 

Caro l ina 
1 968 "Beach Show," Cal ifornia S tate Uni versity at Northridge, Cal i fornia 

"Recent West Coast Sculpture , "  Cal i fornia State Univers i ty a t  Hayward, Ca l i fornia 
University of California at Los Angeles Facu l ty Drawing Exh ib i t, Californ ia  

1 969  "6 Painters from L .A. ,"  Dwight  Boehm Ga l l ery, Palomar College, San Marcos, Cal ifornia 
1 9 74 Univers i ty of New Mexico Inv i tat ional ,  Albuquerque, New Mexico 
1 9 75 "Whitney Museum Biennial ," Whitney Museum of American Art. New York Ci ty 

"Newspace, " Bowers M useum, Santa Ana ,  Cali fornia 
Newspace Gal lery, Los Angeles, Ca l i fornia 
Allessandra Gal lery, New York C i ty 
"Small Paint ings," Anapamu Gal lery, Santa Barbara, Cal iforn ia 

1 9 76 "Crit ical Perspectives in  American Art ,"  F ine Arts Ga l lery, Un iversi ty of Massachusetts a t  Am
herst, Massachusetts 

"Critical Perspectives in  American Art, XXVI I , "  Ven ice. B i ennale, American Pavi l l i on. Venice, 
I ta ly 

" Imaginat ion ,"  Los Angeles Inst i tute of Contemporary Art , Los Angeles, Cal i fornia 
" Paint ing and Sculpture in  Cal ifornia :  The Modern Era," San Franci sco Museum of Modern Art , 

San F rancisco, Cal i fornia 
1977  " 1 00 + Curren t Directions in Sou thern Californ ia  Art," Los Angeles I nst i tute of Con temporary 

Art, Los Angeles, Cal iforn ia  
"Pa int ing and Sculpture i n  Ca l i fornia :  The Modern Era ,"  National Collection of F ine Arts. 
Smi thson ian Inst i tut ion, Washington. D.C. 
Al lessandra Gal lery, New York City 
"Waterco lor and Related Media by Contemporary Ca l i fornians , "  Cal i fornia I nsti tute of Tech

nology, Pasadena, California 
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ROBERT CHAMBLESS HENDON 

Born in  Birm i ngham ,  Alabama, 1 936.  Educated at  Georgia Inst i tute of 
Technology ( BS 1958), School of the Art I nst itute of Chicago (BFA 1 963) ,  
Univers i ty of New Mexico (MA 1 963) ,  Univers i ty of Wisconsin (MFA 
1977) . L ives i n  Madison, Wisconsi n .  

January 1 976, p. 2 .  No  published m, 1 /erit 1 l 0 1 1  !his ,wlis l is ,w,1ilt 1ble. 
Goldberg, Aron. "A Native Su rreal is t , "  Los Auge/es Fra Press, April 23, 1 975 
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Johnson, Charles. "Anarchy that Pleases ," Review of exhibit ion at America n River Col lege, S1 1m111 ,e 1 1 / , 1 

Bee. March 2 7, 1 977 .  



SELECTED EXHIBITIONS 

Sol,, E.rhibilio11s 

JOSEPH HILTON 

Born in Washington, D.C., 1946. Educated at The Maryland Institute, Col
lege of Art, Baltimore, Maryland (BFA 1975) and The School of the Art In
stitute of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois (MFA 1977). Lives in Baltimore, 
Maryland. 

1977 Zriny-Hayes Gallery, Chicago, Illinois 

Groul' E.rhibili,ms 

1974 "Maryland Biennial," Baltimore Museum, Baltimore, Maryland. 
1977 "Illinois Graduate Student Art Exhibition," Mitchell Museum, Mount Vernon, Illinois 

"1977 Traveling Fellowship Exhibition," Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois. 

8/BL/OCR/\PHY 

Hoffman, Wendy. "Reviews in Brief: Joseph Hilton," Tlie New Ari E.r,m1i11cr, Summer 1977, vol. 4, no. 
10, p. 17. 

McGrath, Paul. "Art," C/1it11go S1111dt1!f Ti111es, July 3, 1977. 

SELECTED EXHIBITIONS 

Solo E.rlii/1ilim1s 

NEIL JENNEY 

Born in Torrington, Connecticut, 1945. Education: Self Taught. Lives in 
New York City. 

At Neil Jenney's request, no photo of him is included. 

1968 Gallery Rudolf Zwirner, Cologne, Germany 
1970 Richard Bellamy/Noah Goldowsky, New York City 

David Whitney, New York City 

Graul' E.r/1ibilio11s 

1967 "Arp to Artschwager," 2nd Annual Exhibition, Richard Bellamy/Noah Goldowsky, New York 
City 

1968 "Arp to Artschwager," 3rd Annual Exhibition, Richard Bellamy/Noah Goldowsky, New York 
City 

1969 "Earth Art," White Museum, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 
"Anti-Illusion: Procedures/Materials," Whitney Museum of American Art, New York City 
"Art in Process," Finch College, New York City 

1970 "3 Americans," Allen Museum, Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio 
"The Whitney Annual," Whitney Museum of American Art, New York City 
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SELECTED EX/-1/BITIONS 

Solo E.rl,ibitions 

JUDITH LINHARES 

Born in Pasadena, California, 1940. Educated at California College of Arts 
and Crafts, Oakland (BFA 1964, MFA 1970). Lives in San Francisco, Cali
fornia. 

1972 Berkeley Gallery, San Francisco, California 
1976 San Francisco Art Institute, San Francisco, California 



Group E.rl,i/1ilio11s 

1968 Small Sculpture Show, San Francisco Art Institute, San Francisco, California 
1969 Six-Man Show, San Francisco Art Institute, San Francisco, California 
1970 Govett-Brewster· Art Gallery, New Zealand 
1971 Group Show, Berkeley Gallery, San Francisco, California 
1972 "Survivors '72," Henry Gallery, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington. 

"Paintings on Paper," San Francisco Museum of Art, San Francisco, California 
"Women's Show," California College of Arts and Crafts Gallery, Oakland, California 
"California Girls Show," Richmond Art Center, Richmond, California 
San Francisco Art Institute Centennial Exhibition, San Francisco, California 

197 3 "Works on Paper," San Francisco Museum of Art, San Francisco, California 
1974 Evergreen College, Washington 
1976 "Touching All Things," Walnut Creek Civic Arts Center, Walnut Creek, California 
1977 Central Washington State College, Ellensburg, Washington 

8/BL/OGRI\PHY 

Albright, Thomas. "San Francisco: Mickey Mouse and memorabilia," /\rt Nm>s, vol. 75, March 1976, p. 
88. 

Albright, Thomas. "The Vital Art of Four Feminists," Tl,is World, September 15, 1976 
Frankenstein, Alfred. "Bold and Macabre Drawings," 51111 Fri111,-i;w Cl,nmidc, May 17, 1972. 
Frankenstein, Alfred. "Art That's Fit for 'Ladies'", S,111 Fri111dsc,, C/11·011iclc, January 2'1, 1977. 
Frankenstein, Alfred. "Facing Down Death and Devil," 51111 Fr1111d;w Cl11·,,,1idc, January 16, 1976. 
McCann, Cecile N. "Dark Rituals," l\rlwcck, June 3, 1972, p. 4. 
"In the Galleries," 51111 Fm11cisco E.r11111i11er, August 28, 1977. (No Author) 

SELECTED EXHIBITIONS 

Solo E.rltibitio11s 

P. WALTER SILER 

Born in Spokane, Washington, 1939. Educated at Washington State Univer
sity (BA 1961), University of California, Berkeley (MFA 1963). Lives in 
Pullman, Washington. 

1968 "Stoneware Pottery by Patrick Siler," Cannery Gallery, San Francisco, California 
1970 "Wizard-ware Show," Richmond Art Center, Richmond, California 
1972 "One Man Drawing Show," Washington State University Gallery, Pullman, Washington 
1976 "One Man Show of Ceramics and Drawing," Eastern Washington State College Art Gallery, 

Cheney, Washington 
"One Man Show of Drawings," Jennifer Pauls Gallery, Auburn, California 

1977 "Exhibition of Drawings," Diablo Valley College, Pleasant Hill, California 
"Exhibition of Paintings and Drawings," University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, U.M.C. 

Gallery, Two Person Show, Linda Okazaki Paintings, Patrick Siler Drawings 

"One Man Show of Ceramics," University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Nevada 

Gnlll/' E.r/1i/,ifio11s 

1967 "Richmond California Ceramic Biennial," Richmond, California 
"Apartment Show," Berkeley, California 
"Richmond California Painting Annual," Richmond, California 

1968 "California State Fair Purchase Award," Sacramento, California 
"Scripps College Invitational," Claremont, California 
"Syracuse Biennial," Syracuse, New York 
"Pacific Dimension Show," Crocker Gallery, Sacramento, California 

1969 "Object U.S.A. Show," Traveling Exhibition in major cities in the United States and Europe 
"California Design X," Pasadena, California 
"Sacramento State College Ceramic Show," Sacramento, California 
"Art Institute Ceramic Invitational," San Francisco Art Institute, San Francisco, California 
"College of San Mateo Ceramic Show," San Mateo, California 

1970 "Coffee, Tea and Other Cups," Museum of Contemporary Crafts, New York, New York 
"College of San Mateo Purchase Award," San Mateo, California 
"Ceramic Show," Richmond, California 

1971 "Contemporary Ceramic Art Show," Kyoto, Japan 
"California Design XI," Pasadena, California 

·1972 'The Cup Show," Dave Stewart Gallery, Los Angeles, California
1973 'Thinking, Touching, Drinking Cups," Invitational Show, Tokyo, Osaka, Kyoto, Japan 

"International Ceramic Exhibition," Edmonton Alberta, Canada 
"A Decade of Ceramic Art 1962-1972," Seattle, Washington and San Francisco, California 
"Michael Koehler Ceramic Museum Invitational Show," Sheboygan, Wisconsin 
"Annual Faculty Show," Washington State University Gallery, Pullman, Washington 

1974 "30th Annual Ceramic Exhibition," Lang Art Gallery, Scripps College, Claremont, California 
"Annual Fine Arts Faculty Show," Washington Museum of Art, Pullman, Washington 

I 975 "Annual Fine Arts Faculty Show," Washington State University Museum of Art, Pullman, 
Washington 

"Winter Show," Juniper Tree Gallery, Spokane, Washington 
1976 "Northwest Eccentric Art Show, Cheney Cowles Memorial Museum, Spokane, Washington 

"Annual Fine Arts Faculty Show," Washington State University Museum of Art, Pullman, 
Washington 
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D11ily, January 27. 1977, p. 15. 

EARL STALEY 

Born in Oak Park, Illinois, 1938. Educated at Illinois Wesleyan University 
(BFA 1960) and University of Arkansas (MFA 1963). Lives in Houston, 
Texas. 



SELECTED EX/-1/B/TIONS 

Solo E.rhibilio11s 

1965 Downstairs Gallery, Saint Louis, Missouri 
1967 Rice University, Houston, Texas 

Louisiana Gallery, Houston, Texas 
l 968 Cedar Rapids Art Center, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
1970 Meredith Long Gallery, Houston, Texas 
1972 David Gallery, Houston, Texas 
197 4 Texas Gallery, Houston, Texas 

Sarah Campbell Blaffer Gallery, University of Houston, Texas 
Texas Gallery, Houston, Texas 

1976 Loft-On-The-Strand, Galveston, Texas 
1977 Texas Gallery, Houston, Texas 

Art Museum of South Texas, Corpus Christi, Texas 
Stephen F. Austin State University, Nacagodoches, Texas 
Texas Gallery, Houston, Texas 

Rccrnf Gr""I' E.rhibitio11, 

1974 "Abstract Painting & Sculpture in Houston," Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, Texas 
1975 Whitney Biennial, Whitney Museum of American Art, New York City 

"North, East, West, South, & Middle," Moore College of Art, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
(Traveled to Pratt Graphics Center, New York; Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.; 
Fort Worth Art Center, Fort Worth, Texas; and La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art, 
La Jolla, California) 

"5 Painters: Dallas/Houston," Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas 
"Southeast Texas Collective," Beaumont Art Museum, Beaumont, Texas 
"20th Exhibition of Southwestern Prints and Drawings," Dallas Museum of Fine Arts, Dallas, 

Texas 
"Houston Area Show," Sarah Campbell Blaffer Gallery, University of Houston, Houston, Texas 
"The Classic Revival," Traveling exhibition to Lobby Gallery, Illinois Bell, Chicago, lllinois; 

Lakeview Center for the Arts, Peoria, Illinois; Quincy Art Center, Quincy, Illinois; Mitchell 
Museum, Mount Vernon; Ella Sharop Museum, Jackson University of Minnesota, Minnea
polis, Minnesota 

1976 University of St. Thomas, Houston, Texas 
"Houston Area Crafts Show," Sarah Campbell Blaffer Gallery, University of Houston, Houston, 

Texas 
"TEX/LAX: Texas in L.A.," Union Art Gallery, California State University, Los Angeles, California 
Group Show, Texas Gallery, Houston, Texas 
"The Philadelphia-Houston Exchange," Institute of Contemporary Art, University of Pennsyl

vania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
1977 Southwest Tarrant County Annual, Fort Worth Art Museum, Fort Worth, Texas 

Amarillo Art Center, Amarillo, Texas 
Art League of Houston, Houston, Texas 
"Houston Area Show," Sarah Campbell Blaffer Gallery, University of Houston, Houston, Texas 
"Faculty Exhibition," University of St. Thomas, Houston, Texas 
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SELECTED EX/-1/BITIONS 

Solo E.rhibilio11s 

SHARI URQUHART 

Born in Racine, Wisconsin, 1940. Educated at University of Wisconsin at 
Madison (BS 1962, MS 1962, MFA 1967). Lives in New York City. 

1968 University of lllinois, Macomb, lllinois 
1970 Madison Art Center, Madison, Wisconsin 

University of Wisconsin, Janesville, Wisconsin 
Main Gallery, Wisconsin Union, University of Wisconsin 

1976 Madison Art Center, Madison, Wisconsin 

Gro11p E.rhibilio11s 

l 972 Southeastern Biennial, Anderson Gallery, Richmond, Virginia
1974 Allan Frumkin Gallery, New York City 

Twentieth Century Gallery, Williamsburg, Virginia 
1975 University of Richmond Fine Art Center, Richmond, Virginia 

Pyramid Gallery, Washington, D.C. 
1976 A.LR., New York City 

Bicentennial Group Exhibition, Allan Frumkin Gallery, New York City 
Madison Art Center, Madison, Wisconsin 

1977 14 Women Artists, Anderson Gallery, Richmond, Virginia 

No 1111blis/,cr/ 11111/crial 011 //,is or/isl is ,1v,1ilnble. 



SELECTED EXHIBIT/ONS 

Solo Exl,ibitious 

WILLIAM WEGMAN 

Born in Holyoke, Massachusetts, 1943. Educated at Massachusetts College 
of Art. Boston (BFA 1964) and University of Illinois. Urbana (MFA 1967). 
Lives in New York City. 

1971 Calerie Sonnabend, Paris, France 
Pomona College Art Callery, Pomona. California 

1972 Sonnabend Callery, New York City 
Callery Ernst, Hanover, Germany 
Situation, London, England 
Konrad Fischer, Dusseldorf, Germany 
Courtney Sale Callery, Dallas, Texas 

1973 Calerie Sonnabend, Paris, France 
The Texas Gallery, Houston, Texas 
Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Los Angeles, California 
Francoise Lambert and Claire Copley Callery. Los Angeles. California 

1974 Modern Art Agency, Naples, Italy 
Callery D, Brussels, Belgium 
Sonnabend Callery, New York City 
Galleria Toselli, Milan, Italy 
112 Greene Street, New York City 
The Texas Callery, Houston, Tex-as 

1975 Mayor Callery, London, England 
Galleria Alessandra Castelli, Milan, Italy 
Konrad Fischer Gallery, Dusseldorf, Germany 

1976 The Kitchen, New York City 
1977 Sonnabend Gallery, New York City 

Group Exl,ibilious 

1969 "Place and Process," Edmonton Art Gallery, Alberta, Canada 
"Art by Telephone," Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago, Illinois 
"Sign, Signal, Symbol," Moreau Art Gallery, St. Mary's College, Notre Dame University, 

Michigan 
"Other Ideas." Detroit Institute of Arts, Detroit, Michigan 
"When Attitudes Become Form," Bern, Switzerland 
"Soft Art I," New Jersey State Museum Cultural Center, Trenton, New Jersey 

1970 "Art in the Mind," Allen Memorial Museum, Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio 
1971 "Prospect '71-Projection," Dusseldorf, Germany 

"Project Pier 18," New York City 
"24 Young Los Angeles Artists," Los Angeles County Museum, Los Angeles, California 
"9 Artists 9 Spaces," Minnesota State Arts Council, Minnesota 

1972 "Documenta V," Kassel, West Germany 

Spoleto Festival." Spoleto. Italy 
"Market St. Program," Venice, California 
"15 L.A. Artists," Pasadena Art Museum. Pasadena. California 
"IO Artists," Contemporary Arts Museum. Houston. Texas 
"11 Los Angeles Artists." Hayward Gallery, London. England 

1973 "Circuit Tr-welling Exhibition," Rochester. New York 
"Some Recent American Art." Sydney, Australia 
"Whitney Annual." Whitney Museum of American Art. New York City 
"Festival d'Automne a Paris," Paris, France 
"13 Artists Chosen for Documenta," Sonnabend Gallery, New York City 
"Mixed Bag," University of Maryland Art Gallery. Maryland 
"Circuit-A Video Invitational." Henry Callery. Seattle. Washington 

I 974 Summer Group Exhibition, Sonnabend Gallery, New York City 
Paula Cooper Gallery, New York City 

I 975 Stadt Leverkusen, Leverkusen, Germany 
George Eastman House. Rochester, New York 
"Dessins Contemporains." Maison de la Culture, Rennes. France 
"Wisconsin Directions," Milwaukee Art Center. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
"Photos I, Photos 2. Photos n." University of Maryland Art Gallery, Baltimore. Maryland 
"Matrix," Wadsworth Atheneum. Hartford, Connecticut 
"Word/Number Image," Sarah Lawrence College, Bronxville, New York 
University of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario, Canada 
Portland Art Museum. Portland. Oregon 

I 976 "The Dog Show," Blue Sky Gallery, Portland, Oregon 
"America Family Portraits," Philadelphia Museum of Art. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
"Ideas on Paper 1970-76," The Renaissance Society of the University of Chicago. Illinois 

·1977 Ringling Museum of Art, Sarasota, Florida 
"The Vanguard: Words on Paper," Newport Art Association. Newport, Rhode Island 
"Contemporary Photographic Works," Museum of Fine Arts. Houston. Texas 
'The Word as Image," Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago, Illinois 
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Works zn the exhibition 

Please note that all dimensions are in inches, 
height preceeding width. 

JAMES ALBERTSON 

The Finding of //,e CmTol, 1975 
Oil on canvas 
40 X 35 
Courtesy of the artist 

Mo111enlo Mori, 1976 
Oil on canvas 
30½ X 391/2 
Courtesy of the Artist 

Sex, Violence, Religion, mid the Good Life, 1976 
Oil on canvas 
39 X 48 
Courtesy of the artist 

Trin111pl, of C/11,slih;, 1976 
Oil on canvas 
48 X 37½ 
Courtesy of the artist 

JOAN BROWN 

Woman Wearing Mask, 1972 
Enamel on Masonite 
90 X 48 
Courtesy of the artist 

Tlie Room Pnrl I (Tlie Leg) l 975 
Enamel on canvas 
84 X 72 
Courtesy of the artist 

The Journey # 1, 1976 
Enamel on canvas 
84 X 72 
Courtesy of the artist 

Joan Brown is represented by Hansen/Fuller Gallery, San Fran
cisco, California and Allan Fumkin Gallery, New York City 

EDUARDO CARRILLO 

Lns Tropicnnas, 1974 
Oil on panel 
84 X 132 
Courtesy of the artist 

Sh·11chire Higher than the Clrnrc/1, 1975 
Oil on panel 
34 X 55 
Collection of Archie Nedelman, and Helen Page Camp, 

Encinitas, California 

JAMES CHATELAIN 

In Passing, 1976 
Oil on canvas 
24 X 24 
Courtesy of Feigenson-Rosenstein Gallery, Detroit, Michigan 

Unfilled, 1977 
Oil on canvas 
35¼ X 36½ 
The A.J. Barton Collection, Plymouth, Michigan 

Untitled, 1977 
Oil on canvas 
27½ X 29 
Collection of Arthur and Judith Rosenstein, Detroit, Michigan 

CPLY 

Tlte Devil in Miss Jones, 1972 
Liquitex on canvas 
38½ X 52 
Courtesy of the artist and !alas Gallery, New York City 

Porhwy's Co111plni11t, l 97 3 
Liquitex on canvas 
40 X 32 
Courtesy of the artist and !alas Gallery, New York City 

Sh·nw Dog, 1973 
Liquitex on canvas 
40 X 32 
Courtesy of the artist and !alas Gallery, New York City 

CHARLES GARABEDIAN 

Ada111 nnd Eve, 1977 
Collage and acrylic on paper 
40 X 65 
Courtesy of the artist 

C11lver Cih; Flood, 1977 
Collage and watercolor, on paper 
60 X 80 
Courtesy of the artist 

LAX, 1977 
Collage and watercolor on paper 
36 X 48 
Collection of David Lafaille, Santa Monica, California 

Charles Garabedian is represented by the L.A. Louver Gallery, 
Los Angeles, California 



ROBERT CHAMBLESS HENDON 

Mallrird with Frie11d, 1977 
Acrylic on canvas 
88¼ X 65½ 
Courtesy of Phyllis Kind Gallery, Chicago, Illinois and 

New York City 

McM111-phy's Ho11se, 1977 
Acrylic on canvas 
42 X 45 1/z 
Courtesy of Phyllis Kind Gallery, Chicago, Illinois and 

New York City 

Stag, 1977 
Acrylic on canvas 
84 X 62 
Courtesy of Phyllis Kind Gallery, Chicago, Illinois and 

New York City 

JOSEPH HILTON 

The A111101111ce111wl, September, 1976 
Acrylic on canvas 
25 X 35 
Courtesy of the artist 

Tl,e Sibyl m,d the A11111111ci111io11, November, 1976 
Acrylic on canvas 
22 X 30 
Courtesy of the artist 

A111111nl Eve11/, Spring, 1977 
Acrylic on canvas 
16 X 26 
Courtesy of the artist 

Joseph Hilton is represented by Zriny-Hayes Gallery, 
Chicago, Illinois 

NEIL JENNEY 

Girl n11d Vnse, 1969 
Acrylic on canvas 
58 X 76 
Private Collection, New York City 

Mm1 n11d Machine, 1969 
Acrylic on canvas 
58 X 70 
Private Collection, New York City 

JUDITH LINHARES 

Monn is Watching, 1976 
Gouache on paper 
7 X 10 
Courtesy of Gallery Paule Anglim, San Francisco, California 

Tl,e Ghostly Lover, 1976 
Gouache on paper 
7 X 9 

Courtesy of Gallery Paule Anglim, San Francisco, California 

Turkey, 1977 
Oil on linen 
72 X 72 
Courtesy of Gallery Paule Anglim, San Francisco, California 

P. WALTER SILER 

Cnfe #1, 1975 
India ink and brush on paper 
19 X 25 
Courtesy of the artist 

BLAH, BLAH, BLAH, 1975 
India ink and brush on paper 
19 X 25 
Courtesy of the artist 

Fisl,ii1', 1975 
Felt-tip marker on paper 
11 X 17 
Courtesy of the artist 

Spookie Stove, 1976 
India ink and brush on paper 
19 X 25 
Courtesy of the artist 

EARL STALEY 

Mer111nid, 1976 
Acrylic on canvas 
48¼ X 84 1/2 

Courtesy of Texas Gallery, Houston, Texas 

Wen/her V11i11, 1977 
Acrylic on canvas 
36 1/4 X 48½ 
Courtesy of Texas Gallery, Houston, Texas 

Xochi111ilco, 1977 
Acrylic on canvas 
47 1/4 x551/, 
Courtesy of Texas Gallery, Houston, Texas 

SHARI URQUHART 

Inferior with Aqnnnnu/s or Two Tubs in n Tub, 1976-77 
Mixed media tapestry 
90 X 74 
Courtesy of the artist 

l,lferior wii/1 S11g11r Talk, 1977 
Mixed media tapestry 
82 X 110 
Courtesy of the artist 

WILLIAM WEGMAN 

A Lnrge Living Roo111, 197 3 
Pencil on paper 
81/2 X 11 
Courtesy of the artist 

Wo111m1 wit/1 Two Hairs, 1973 
Pencil on paper 
11 X 8 1/2 
Courtesy of the artist 

Not Bnd, 1974 
Pencil on paper 
81/2 X 11 
Courtesy of the artist 

Right Pince Wrong Ti111e, 1974 
Pencil on paper 
8 1/2 X 11 
Courtesy of the artist 

Wrong Pince Wrong Ti111e, 1974 
Pencil on paper 
81/2 X 1] 
Courtesy of the artist 

A Huge Dend/y Snnke Rendered Htmnless, 197 5 
Pencil on paper 
8½ X 11 
Courtesy of the artist 

I Used to be Ashn111ed of My Sh·iped Face, 1976 
Pencil, magic marker, and colored pencil on paper 
11 X 8½ 
Courtesy of the artist 

Cn111em!Oog, 1977 
Pencil on paper 
81/2 X 1J 
Courtesy of the artist 

William Wegman is represented by the Sonnabend Gallery, 
New York City 
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